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Predix UAA Argent Performance Metrics

KPIs measured for UAA service:

A total of 3 UAA REST APIs were tested. Below are the details on the test and the KPIs measured for a test spanning for ~13 hours.

Test Bed:

This performance test was conducted on a similar environment where the Production services will be deployed.

Below are the environment details:

CF Instances - 10

Memory allocated to the UAA instance - 2GB

Memory heuristics distribution - Default Java buildpack ratio

Disk space - 1GB

No. of Jmeter threads - 100 for check_token, 50 for generating token and 300 for token key.

JDBC Connection pool size - 100 per instance

Memory allocated to the heap - 1.3GB using MEMORY_LIMIT VCAP environment variable.

Identity zones - 20000

Client/zone - 1

User/zone - 1

Workflows under Test:

This test was done with 10000 zones with 1 client and 1 user per zone.

Following are the ACS workflows that were under test:

Generate OAuth token - /oauth/token - POST - This uses grant_type=password
Validate OAuth token - /check_token - GET
Token key - /token_key - GET

Average response time:

The average response times of the UAA workflows were the following:

Generate OAuth token - 329ms(Increased from 285ms in the last release)

Check OAuth token - 159ms(Increased from 136ms)

Token Key - 8ms(Increase from 5ms)

Data captured from New Relic console:



Transaction details:

Througput:

The throughput of the APIs averaged about .2000 requests/min or about 21 requests/second

Resource Utilization:

The CPU Utilization on one container running the UAA averaged about on 1 instance of UAA.20% 
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Observations:

Below are observations for this test:

The container memory was set to 2GB but the heap memory was restricted to 1.3GB giving more memory to the heap.
No resource leaks were identified.
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